
To help assure enterprise customers that Oracle software on Intel® architecture 
will deliver the results they need, sales teams need to demonstrate  

solutions—not just make promises. The Intel Oracle Bid  
Support Centre provides a rapid, cost-effective  

alternative to creating an on-site  
proof-of-concept.

Streamlining the Sales Cycle  
for Oracle Solutions on Intel® Architecture

✔ Fast Response Sales teams can reduce sales cycles with quick results based on real-world workloads and the latest 
hardware/software stacks, as well as responding quickly to requests to pilot solutions

✔ Hands-On Customers can touch and use their own pilot deployments of Oracle solutions on Intel® architecture,  
with minimal effort

✔ Dramatic 
Results

Solutions demonstrate high performance, efficiency, and return on investment from world-class  
hardware/software solution stacks

Situated in Leixlip, Ireland, about 20 kilometers (12.5 miles) northwest of Dublin, the Intel Oracle 
Bid Support Centre provides the infrastructure, on-site expertise, and other resources to enable 
rapid creation of demonstration implementations for potential customers.
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Intel Oracle Bid  
Support Centre:  
A World of Solutions

Available over the Internet, the  
Centre’s Leixlip facility provides world-
class hardware/software stacks and the 
expertise needed to put them to work.

In addition to hosting and demonstrating  
current technologies, the Centre is 
also breaking new research ground in 
areas like virtualized interoperability, 
management, and grid computing.

Learn more about the Intel Oracle  
Bid Support Centre:

steve.shaw@intel.com 
jonathan.price@oracle.com

State of the Art Infrastructure,  
Available Everywhere
The Intel Oracle Bid Support Centre provides leading-edge servers and other equipment, as 

well as a broad range of virtualized Oracle software stacks. Those resources are accessible 

remotely from anywhere in the world, allowing easy exploration of enterprise solutions 

without building an evaluation environment from scratch. Key aspects of the Centre’s 

infrastructure include:

•	 Intel® architecture-based equipment, including storage and computation servers  

based on Intel® Xeon and Itanium® processors comprising 53 sockets/204 cores, 356 GB 

of memory, and 18 TB of disk storage.

•	Oracle VM-based software templates based on Oracle Enterprise Linux*, Oracle 

Database*, Oracle Application Server*, Oracle Fusion* Middleware, and more.

This	infrastructure	is	supported	by	network	switching	and	firewall	components	that	 

make it securely available over the Internet.

Building the Next Generation 
of Enterprise Computing
Developing technologies and practices to advance the future of data centre computing is 

also part of the Centre’s charter. Taking advantage of its contact with a diverse, worldwide 

customer base and Oracle’s unique ability to deliver solution capabilities across the stack, 

the facility helps address key industry challenges:

•	 Driving	up	adoption	of	virtualization

•	 Simplifying	and	improving	administration,	reporting,	and	security	technologies

•	 Resolving	compatibility	issues	between	virtualization	environments

•	 Enabling	next-generation	grid	technologies


